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Chapter Outline 
■■ The e-commerce landscape

■■ The growth of e-commerce

 – The online storefront

 – Omnichannel strategies for retailers and others

■■ Amazon, Google and online storefronts 

■■ E-commerce evolution; SaaS and subscription models

■■ Product listing ads

■■ Google Analytics 

■■ E-commerce, branding and packaging

Key Objectives 
■■ One of the most common online business models is e-commerce: selling goods and services through 

digital storefronts.

■■ Storefronts present an opportunity to capture data at every level of the marketing funnel, from 
awareness of a brand or product, through consideration and purchase, to loyalty and relationship 
management.

■■ Retail e-commerce sales worldwide will increase at four times the rate of retail sales.

■■ Top consumer e-commerce activities are collecting product information, checking/comparing 
prices and searching for deals, promotions, and coupons.

■■ Amazon is excellent at both ends of e-commerce continuum, from systems and logistics to 
leveraging voice of the customer and building customer loyalty.

■■ SaaS storefront software and services allows new entrants to avoid having to build from scratch and 
deploy templated storefronts and services at an affordable price.

■■ Subscription e-commerce models provide customers with high value long term fulfillment of 
products and services; and marketers with higher value repeat customers. 

■■ Product Listing Ads use retailers’ own feeds of product images, descriptions, and prices to 
dynamically create a carousel of relevant product results aligned to searches with high commercial 
intent.

■■ Google Analytics, Google Shopping, and the Merchant Center offer e-commerce retailers the ability 
to track consumer behavior from the advertisement to the purchase.
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Teaching Notes
■■ Slides 1–3: Online shopping or e-commerce has grown to become an integral part of our lives, 

presenting challenges for marketers whether you are selling online, competing with online stores, 
using a hybrid ‘bricks and clicks’ model, or just depending on one of these models to sell your 
product. In this chapter we’ll various e-commerce business models, but focus on Google and 
Amazon, and specifically Product Listing Ads, a type of ad distinct from those we have already seen.

■■ Slide 4: E-commerce is huge and growing, but still only represents a small percentage—around 
15%—of all commerce. The importance of online in the shopping process is that more than 50%—
over half of all commerce—has some portion of the customer’s journey taking place online. You may 
test drive a car in the real world, but you decide which car to test drive by reading online reviews. 
E-commerce is 15% and growing but online influences more than 50% of sales.

■■ Slide 5: One example of the growth of e-commerce is the annual record setting Thanksgiving Black 
Friday/Cyber Monday sales—where online keeps growing. Given the time of year, I usually grab “in 
the news” retail examples to generate discussion here. 

■■ Slide 6: The top search categories for online purchases should be no surprise: electronics, clothing, 
toys and jewelry, all both gift items and price competitive categories. 

■■ Slide 7: E-commerce sales from mobile devices represented a small amount of overall sales in 2017 
but is growing rapidly and is expected to hit 50% by 2020. This should not underestimate the broader 
impact of mobile on current purchase processes, where research, price checking, reviews, location 
based promotions, and other parts of the user journey often take place on a consumer’s phone.

■■ Slides 8–9: The U.S. is a leader in e-commerce globally, but lags in mobile, most likely due to 
established desktop behaviors and reliable infrastructure that many developing countries are simply 
skipping ( for many reasons cost and sustainability being two) and going straight to mobile.

■■ Slide 10: When asked why they don’t purchase on mobile, consumers point out it’s mostly usability 
related problems. It’s harder to browse and navigate information and inputting purchase data 
is difficult. Security is a related concern. The Smart Insights site has more detail if you wish to 
highlight this topic for class discussion: https://www.smartinsights.com/ecommerce/ecommerce-
strategy/barriers-to-mobile-conversion. 

■■ Slide 11: One of the major changes in the online commerce ecosystem is the growing dominance of 
Amazon. Consumers are not just buying more from the e-commerce giant, they are actually starting 
more and more of their searches for new products there—increasing the chance it captures them for 
these purchase. Other retailers worry this could limit their ability to compete, and for Google, it’s an 
existential threat as well—Google can’t monetize those searches with ads.

■■ Slide 12: It’s worth remembering the Amazon started with books before it became the sprawling 
and dominant online retailer of today. It recognized the power of the Long Tail (selling more of less 
popular items, vast selection); created affiliate marketing (sharing sales with those who drive leads); 
innovated to make the process much easier (one click buying); and loyalty programs like Prime and 
free shipping as well. 

 Exercise/Discussion: Amazon and its other businesses: Amazon Web Service, Prime Media, Ads; brick 
and mortar businesses like Whole Foods and its new bookstores. The book provides a great jumping 
off point.
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■■ Slides 13–16: Amazon’s competitive advantages from selling everything to everyone are now seen in 
its amazing logistics (warehouse picture) and its ability to attack industries on price across the value 
chain. Things like batteries (and other example) represent markets with commodity products and 
little brand loyalty—and Amazon is finding and succeeding in all of them.

■■ Slide 17: Amazon is also leveraging its core customer base and investing into tactical brick and 
mortar locations from lockers to book stores. The latest is Whole Foods, an entry point into the 
grocery market that provides physical locations in generally affluent areas. They have successfully 
offered Prime members benefits to shop at Whole Foods, and are launching other hybrid efforts to 
create synergy between clicks and bricks. This article summarizes the first year of the acquisition, 
but there are others out there too. https://www.cnbc.com/2018/06/15/a-year-after-amazon-
announced-whole-foods-deal-heres-where-we-stand.html. 

■■ Slide 18-19: At the same time Amazon is becoming a dominant force across industries, it’s never 
been easier for a business to set up its own an electronic storefront. Platforms like Shopify, a 
software as a service storefront provider with more than half a million stores and an ecosystem 
of value added vendors, makes it as easy as possible and cheap at $9/month and up. New brands 
and even more established ones can focus on the parts of their business that matter—not the 
infrastructure of the storefronts. We mention Big Commerce in the book but there are others that 
have functionality attractive to various market segments.  
https://www.top10ecommercesitebuilders.com/.

■■ Slide 20: One way new brands have tried to compete is changing the economics of customer 
acquisition. Subscription commerce essentially switches purchases to a replenishment model or 
discovery model. Discovery allows a brand to curate an experience of fashion or taste; whereas 
replenishment actually changes to economics—subscription for a product like deodorant or razors 
changes the customer acquisition economics from selling one unit, to a stream of subscription 
payments, more predictable and with a higher LTV.

 Video and discussion: Show the “Dollar Shave Club” video and discuss the changes in economics 
and marketing in the business that led this company to go from startup to $1 bn + acquisition by 
Unilever. The classic marketing “razors and blades” example turned on its head! The video mentions 
everything—the price, celebrity endorsements, quality, convenience, even the ludicrous marketing 
of features you don’t need.

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZUG9qYTJMsI 

■■ Slides 21–25: Google’s Product Listing Ad is a key ad unit for selling through e-commerce. It’s very 
different than search ads: driven by a data feed, there’s no creative, just the product info. It’s the 
very bottom of the funnel and only shown when Google determines commercial intent. Those who 
see the ad know the company name, see the product and price and even more info, so if they click 
through, they are much more likely to convert. The ad is still a CPC ad. The Ad units are generally 
managed through the Google Merchant Center (the data feed etc.), and tracked and optimized 
through Google Analytics, linked for conversion optimization.

■■ Slides 26–27: Amazon’s burgeoning ad business is driven in part by its version of the PLA, 
Sponsored Products. As Amazon becomes the starting point for many commercial searches, this 
will be a critical placement.
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■■ Slides 28–29: Facebook’s product ads on Facebook and Instagram are carousels of pictures of the 
products and highly effective. While not data feed driven, they are similar and benefit from linkage 
to the social network and positive reinforcement of those who have used the product in your 
network.

■■ Slide 30: Pinterest, as a network of pictures of aspirational things, has powerful commerce ads in 
its promoted pins. People on the network are already looking at items so commercial intent is there 
and Pinterest ads convert at a higher rate than similar photo networks. Marketers have leveraged 
the active nature of Pinterest fans by sponsoring contests and giveaways to showcase popular 
products. 

■■ Slides 31–33: The e-commerce revolution has ironically made the delivery the first moment of 
truth in product marketing, rather than the shelf experience. This means smart brands are viewing 
packaging not as a cost, but as a branding opportunity. Boxes from online only brands are more 
colorful and higher quality than the brown cardboard pile you may have seen in the past, with much 
more attention paid to the ‘unboxing’ experience on the inside as well. For many brands this is the 
only tangible point of contact with the customer so they are making the most of it with high quality 
packaging.

■■ Slide 34: The full circle of e-commerce versus brick and mortar is now complete with major online 
brands opening up physical stores. Many, like Bonobo’s, are merely guide shops, meaning you can’t 
actually walk out with a purchase—it’s shipped to you. This ironically provide more selling space, 
since the shops carry little inventory, and have served as points to gain new customers. Amazon, 
Warby Parker, etc. are showing that physical stores still have a strong place in the retail portfolio.

Class Exercises 
■■ Exercise/Discussion: Amazon and its other businesses: Amazon Web Service, Prime Media, Ads; 

brick and mortar businesses like Whole Foods and its new bookstores. The book provides a great 
jumping off point.

■■ Video and discussion: Show the “Dollar Shave Club” video and discuss the changes in economics 
and marketing in the business that led this company to go from startup to $1 bn + acquisition by 
Unilever. The classic marketing “razors and blades” example turned on its head! The video mentions 
everything—the price, celebrity endorsements, quality, convenience, even the ludicrous marketing 
of features you don’t need. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZUG9qYTJMsI. 

■■ Discussion: the future of retail—use guide shops and Amazon stores (the Go Market, book stores, 
Whole Foods acquisition) as a jumping point to discuss what downtown and shopping malls might 
look like in the future. How will consumer behavior change? Upside and downside of these changes? 
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Tools and Resources 
■■ The Everything Store: Jeff Bezos and The Age of Amazon book. Available (yes!) on Amazon:  

https://www.amazon.com/Everything-Store-Jeff-Bezos-Amazon-ebook/dp/B00BWQW73E#46938.

■■ Google Merchant Center: https://www.google.com/retail/solutions/merchant-center/#?modal_active=none.

■■ Website analytics, Google Analytics etc.: https://www.google.com/analytics/#?modal_active=none.

■■ Post sale—loyalty and cross-sell/upsell—what is the resource?


